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King’s Trail South to North, Iceland 
 

Itinerary 

Sunday 

Transfer to Skógarhólar Fields visiting Þingvellir on the 
way. It was here that the oldest existing parliament in 
the world assembled.  

Arrive at Skógarhólar and meet your guides and horses 
and start your ride. Now you get your first experiences 
of the wonderful tölt and enjoy great views over 
Bláskógarheiði Heath.  

The riding trails here were used for centuries by the 
people traveling to the parliament in Þingvellir.  

As you ride north, stopping for lunch along the way,  
you pass Ármannsfell Mountain, Tröllaháls (Trollhill) 
and the legendary stone cairns Hallbjarnarvörður.  

Brunnar is the destination for today and us where you 
leave the horses for the night.  

Overnight at the community centre Brautartunga in 
Lundareykjadalur Valley, with a private swimming 
pool. (Approx. 20 km) 

 

Monday 

Returning to the horses after breakfast you ride over 
the mystical ancient trail of Ok. This fascinating 
highland trail is named after the 1190m high 
impressive glacier Ok to the east. 

From the trails, you will see the glaciers 
Geitlandsjökull, Langjökull and Þórisjökull. This 
impressive area has little vegetation and reminds you 
how rough nature can be in Iceland.  

Today you leave the horses at Augastaðir Farm and 
visit the exceptionally beautiful waterfall Hraunfossar.  

Overnight at Hotel Á or Húsafell Gamli Bær 
Guesthouse. (Approx 35 km) 

 

Tuesday 

Today you explore the extraordinary area of Húsafell 
and the biggest natural forest of Iceland, 
Húsafellsskógur. The area of Húsafell is often called 
the pearl between the lava and the glaciers. 

This afternoon you leave the horses at a farm in the 
area and you head off to explore the best-known cave 
in Iceland Surtshellir. The spectacular 3500 m long lava 
cave was a hide out for bandits back in the days.  

Enjoy a relax this evening in the geothermal pools of 
Húsafell before dinner.  

Overnight at Hótel Á or Húsafell Gamli Bær 
Guesthouse. (Approx. 20 km)  

Wednesday 

Today your ride continues alongside one of the biggest 
lavafields in Iceland, Hallmundarhraun. This area is full 
of legends of outlaws and tales from the past. Enjoy 
tölting along the banks of the glacial river 
Norðlingafljót. 

As you ride you ride you see the Eríksjökull Glacier to 
the east.  

Overnight at Álftakrókur Mountain Cabin. (Approx. 30 
km) 
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Thursday 

Today you set off further into the mountains in the 
direction of Fellaskáli Cabin where you stop for lunch.  

As you ride you enjoy magnificent views over the 
impressive highland mountains and all the way to the 
glaciers Langjökull and Eiríksjökull.  
 
As you pass the lake Réttarvatn on our way beside the 
beautiful lake Arnarvatn you will see how the 
landscapes become green and lush.  

Say goodbye to the south as you ride further towards 
the impressive part of the high plateau that belongs to 
the North. Here the only inhabitants are foxes, birds 
and maybe some trolls.  

Ascending towards Víðidalstunduheiði Heath, you will 
ride through the summer pastures of horses and 
sheep.  

Overnight at Haugakvíslarkáli Mountain Cabin. 
(Approx 35 km) 

 

Friday 

Today you ride down from the highland plateau 
Víðidalstunguheiði heath to Vatnsdalur valley, where 
the horses call home. Enjoy riding through the fields of 
the highlands before entering the civilisation again. 

Today’s riding takes you alongside the mighty Álkugil 
gorge with picturesque waterfalls tumbling down over 
rock formations. Follow the remains of the old Kings 
Trail and the tracks from travelling horses through the 
centuries back to Hvammur Farm.  

Enjoy your last evening of the tour with an outdoor 
jacuzzi, good meal, storytelling and singing.  

Overnight at Hvammur Farm. (Approx 35 km) 

 

Saturday 

This morning is the last of your adventure in Iceland. 
Vatnsdalur Valley is said to be one of the most fertile 
and beautiful valleys in Iceland, shaped by water, 
glaciers and volcanic activity.  

Today’s ride takes you along the valley, towards the 
historical farm Hof crossing the Vatnsdalsá river as you 
go.  

Along the way your guides will tell tales from Iceland´s 
heroic past of bloody conflict, revenge and love.  

After saying your goodbyes to the horses and guides 
you are transferred to Reykjavik, arriving at around 
18:00. 

Accommodation 
The sleeping bag accommodation on the trail is in 
basic mountain cabins and in the community hall. The 
accommodation is communal, with everyone sleeping 
in one large room. 

Showers are available on certain nights. On some 
nights there may only be cold water available. 
Ablutions are shared. 

A support vehicle goes ahead carrying your personal 
gear, cooking equipment and food. 

Hvammur Farm is situated in the beautiful Vatnsdalur 
Valley famous for salmon fishing. There are six 
bedrooms with two to four beds in each and two 
toilets and showers available. There is also WiFi and a 
hot tub in the garden with a view over the river.  
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Húsafell Gamli Bær Guesthouse is located in a former 
farmhouse 3.7 miles from the Hraunfossar and 
Barnafoss waterfalls. There are five rooms and five 
bathrooms available. There is a hot tub on the terrace 
for guests to use. 

 

Hotel Á is a countryside hotel located in the town of 
Borgarfjördur. There are 22 rooms each with a private 
bathroom. There is a lounge and terrace area for 
guests to relax in the evenings. 

 

 


